Knowledge Exchange Series
The Impact Investing Institute’s Knowledge Exchange Series is a series of roundtables
providing a platform for mutual learning and practical knowledge sharing between impact
investing National Advisory Boards in different countries, to help strengthen impact
investing markets globally.
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Impact Investing National Advisory Board (NAB)
Governance and Sustainability
Setting an effective governance model is key, particularly for impact investing National Advisory Boards (NABs)
and NAB Task Forces that are in their early stages. A second challenge, relevant to all NABs, is achieving longterm financial sustainability.
In this session of the Knowledge Exchange Series, global NABs and NAB Task Forces shared their experiences
in establishing effective governance structures and developing sustainability and fundraising strategies.

Top tips: NAB governance and
sustainability
ā

ā

converging pre-existing voices rather than
launching new initiatives. Do this carefully to

Design your work programme around a

avoid competing with your supporters. Only set

clearly defined ‘need’. Relating programmes

up working groups if a clear work programme

to the specific need of particular groups of

and need has already been identified –

stakeholders (mainstream or impact investors,

managing working groups can be very time and

funders, government, society stakeholders etc.)

labour intensive.

makes engagement easier.
ā

Focus and prioritise. Focus on amplifying and

ā

Be nimble – be responsive to your NAB member

Communicate openly – and often – with your
stakeholders. Reporting back to stakeholders

organisations to see how theirs needs may

and conducting one-to-one conversations

be changing. Whilst it is important to have

opens doors for supporters to share your

structure, key performance indicators (KPIs)

message and provide opportunities for

and aspirations as a NAB, it is also important

additional support. It is crucial that supporters

to stay agile and responsive to how the

feel they have ownership and involvement in

ecosystem is changing around you.

the NAB’s work programme.
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Insights from the Global Steering Group for Impact Investment (GSG)
ā

NABs take various forms and differ in their membership composition and resources. They are mostly made
up of market builders, asset managers and asset owners.

ā

There are six types of funding models across the NAB community, each with its associated strengths and
risks. Most NABs use a combination of these (and some use all of them).

ā

Whatever the funding model chosen, NAB governance should be set up according to three pillars:
democracy and transparency; representativeness and inclusivity; and shared leadership and action.

Philanthropic funding
With this model, it is important to set expectations with funders about what the NAB aims
to achieve and how it aligns with donor priorities, while also setting priorities that benefit a

1

range of stakeholders.

2

Host organisation
Many NABs start this way and later move out of the host organisation. Being a separate
entity is important for long-term sustainability.

Membership
One successful example is the Indian NAB. It is difficult for most NABs to be fully
sustainable from membership revenue alone (membership fees typically cover 30-50% of

3

costs), so this is often paired with other funding sources.

4

Collective funding models
NABs bring together coalitions of stakeholders that provide funding and pro-bono
resources.

Government support
Government agencies can provide NABs with funding for their operations. This may come
from local or national funding.

5

Funding for delivery of projects

6

This is especially useful in the early task force stage (before a NAB becomes a NAB).
However, there is a risk of competing with other impact structures, which can clash with
the role of NABs as market builders
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Lessons learnt: NAB and NAB Taskforce spotlights

UK – The Impact Investing
Institute
ā

ā

India – The Impact Investors
Council

The Impact Investing Institute is a limited

ā

liability company that functions as a

membership is largely exclusive to

partnership between paid staff and pro

the impact investing ecosystem. It is

bono experts in their fields (Lead Experts).

comprised of a six-member secretariat

Lead Experts sit on the Board of Directors

team with working groups (sub-

with other non-executive directors from a

committees) at leadership level to ensure

range of backgrounds. The Department for

members are involved in direction-setting.

Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) and the

The Board has five members, including

Foreign, Commonwealth and Development

the Chair, who are elected through

Office (FCDO) attend Board meetings

secret ballot for two years. The IIC’s

as observers as they partly fund the

sustainability model relies on its annual

Institute.

membership fee, alongside a sponsorship

The Advisory Council meets twice-

model.

yearly, and members are leaders in their

ā

The IIC is membership-based and its

ā

The IIC is a non-profit industry body with

respective fields. There is representation

an inhouse research team. It works with

across the supply, mediation and demand

the Government of India to advocate

sides of impact capital. Corporate

for impact investing. Recent highlights

supporters are invited to nominate

include the publication of three research

representatives to the Council. The wide

papers on debt financing in Indian impact

range of voices offered by this structure

enterprises, impact measurement and

helps to amplify the Institute’s message.

management in India and the India impact

Key takeaway: The Institute manages

investing story – 10 years of impact in

a large networks of sponsors and

India.

stakeholders, each with varying degrees

ā

Key takeaway: The IIC’s inhouse

of desired involvement in its work

research team and events are central

programme. The Institute has found that

to its sustainability model. The inhouse

hosting fortnightly webinars has been

research team collaborates with various

a good way to engage these supporters

ecosystem players who sponsor reports.

and a broader network of stakeholders.

The IIC also organises events throughout

Webinars can also provide supporter with

the year, including its flagship event –

an outlet to share their message.

Prabhav, the India Impact Investing Week.
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Nigeria – The Impact Investors
Foundation NAB Taskforce
ā

Kenya – NAB Taskforce
ā

The IIF was registered in 2019 as a non-

2021 and is based on aggregating networks

profit organisation. Its governing board

rather than taking individual memberships –

consists of five founding members – the

it has thirteen organisations as members so

Ford Foundation, the African Capital Alliance,

far, and is growing.

the Bank of Industry, BusinessDay Media and
ā

ā

The Kenyan Task Force is due to launch in

ā

The Task Force is directly involved in

Dalberg Advisors.

setting up important initiatives, such as

The IIF has non-financial (e.g. advisory)

strengthening the legal, fiscal and regulatory

and financial supporters. Financial support

environment for unlocking private capital,

derives from membership fees and grants

setting up innovative instruments including

from funders.

impact bonds and funds, and matching capital

Key takeaway: The IIF has found that careful

with investments that increase inclusion and

attention should be paid to representation

have a positive socio-economic impact in

amongst its membership, so it reflects the

underserved areas and populations.

specific political and economic landscape in

ā

Key takeaway: The Task Force has found

Nigeria. The criteria to be used to elect NAB

that the lively impact investing landscape in

members will include: individual skills, deep-

Kenya creates a risk of the NAB competing

sector expertise and ability to influence;

with this membership. To avoid this, the

sectoral representation; representation from

Taskforce has strategically developed an

each of the four geopolitical zones in Nigeria;

approach based on convening, catalysing

and gender – in line with Nigeria’s national

and connecting disparate voices and

gender policy, at least 35% of members shall

agendas. This has created a strong

be women.

convergence and good will across diverse
stakeholders in the Kenyan ecosystem.

Israel – The Israeli Forum for Impact
Economy
ā

Malaysia – MyIDEAL (Malaysian
Impact and Digital Economy
Alliance) NAB Taskforce

The Israeli NAB was set up in 2015 but it is
currently restructuring with the aim to be

ā

ā

ā

Stakeholders in Malaysia are looking

set up as an independent NGO, the Israeli

to establish a NAB that responds to

Forum for Impact Economy, in 2021.

the country’s unique opportunities and

The Forum will be comprised of an executive

challenges such as low awareness of impact

Board (of up to 7 members), a Board (of up

investing among policy makers, the small

to 25 members), and a network of partners

number of local impact investors, and limited

beneath this from different sectors.

local footprint of global development finance

Key takeaway: The Forum emphasised the

institutions (DFIs) and foundations.

importance of balancing Board size with

ā

Key takeaway: the Malaysian NAB

the desire of national ecosystem actors to

Taskforce highlighted the importance of

be involved. The Forum will operate through

being flexible with regards to its focus and

working groups established according to the

work programme. In response to the above

Forum’s need and partners’ interests and

challenges, it has broadened its agenda to

strengths, thus facilitating the involvement

include both impact and the digital economy.

of ecosystem actors whilst keeping the size
of the Board manageable.
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Engaging the supply-side of capital and responding to
investors’ needs
This session of the Knowledge Exchange Series explored the role of impact investing National Advisory Boards
(NABs) as market navigators. The discussion focused on how NABs can engage with and strengthen their value
proposition for the supply-side of capital (including investors, asset managers and asset owners) – and featured
an intervention from BlueOrchard Finance, a leading impact investor.
Global NABs and other market-building organisations shared experiences of identifying and responding to
investors’ needs and teased out peer advice in dealing with practical situations.

Top tips: responding to investors’ needs
ā

Know your market and keep your ear to

ý

the ground. Market intelligence is key, as is

initiatives, e.g. creating an evidence base

nurturing relationships with investing and

of what impact investment looks like

impact investing stakeholders. Ensure you

across asset classes in your market(s).

fully understand the needs of your local

ā

ý

Investors listen to other investors.

investment market and specialise based

Engage with impact investors and ask

on this. Ask yourself: how developed is the

them to share their impact investing

entire investment market (not just the impact

track record with their peers (impact and

market)? What are its pain points, obstacles and

mainstream), as investors are keen to hear

opportunities?

about examples where capital has been

Identify your comparative advantage as a NAB

deployed.

– especially when operating in frontier markets.

ā

Maintain your political independence and

NABs can add value by convening key players

ensure your business agenda leads your work.

(investors, entrepreneurs, policy-makers),

It is essential that a NAB is viewed as business-

providing market intelligence and amplifying the

led when engaging investors.

voice of impact and other investors.
ā

As a NAB, consider evidence building

ā

Encourage, and where appropriate facilitate,

Create and reinforce your demonstration

conversation and mutual learning between

effect. Tailor the evidence you are using to

and among investors and key impact investing

deliver a message that impact investing is not a

ecosystem players. NABs can help investors

niche philanthropic initiative, but a scalable one

identify impact investment potential in their

focused on financial, environmental and social

market. However, NABs must ensure they

returns.

preserve their relationships and maintain

ý

Your demonstration must be adapted to

credibility when doing so. One way of striking

the market you’re operating in and should

this balance is facilitating conversations that

mobilise investment tools relevant to that

are grounded in content-sharing and learning.

market.
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NAB FAQs

How can NABs connect investors with ecosystem players whilst also preserving their independence and
credibility?
ā

This is a tricky balance to strike. NABs can build (or help to build) the tools for investment but they should
not try to broker or be seen as endorsing specific partnerships or investments. A NAB’s credibility lies in
the preservation of its independence and market relationships.

ā

This can be achieved by paying careful attention to which audiences are invited to certain events and
meetings. The Impact Investing Institute’s experience has been that facilitating smaller conversations (e.g.
between impact investors and a pension fund) grounded in content-sharing and mutual learning on a level
playing field is a good way to do this.
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NAB FAQs
What types of investors should NABs prioritise

ā

Segment the investors, not only by type

in their engagement, particularly in the context

of investor, but by how the investors look

of a small impact investing market? Is it

at investment opportunities in the local

better to approach traditional capital markets

market. The goal is to ensure you are having

actors, or focus on impact enterprises and

honest conversations about the depth and

organisations?

breadth of impact opportunities available
in your market. This helps investors ‘find

ā

Focus your efforts on building market

their’ place, and often helps investors move

intelligence of the investing market as a

further down the impact track. Tap familiar

whole. Perform ‘acupuncture’ of the market

tools to support segmentation discussions,

– identify its pain points and its strengths

for example, the five dimensions of impact

and focus your attentions on these. Use

identified by the Impact Management

this to identify where you can add value

Project (IMP) with a particular focus on

as a NAB. It is difficult to ‘leapfrog’ the

understanding ‘who’ is being reached via a

market building process – for example, you

particular investment activity.

may have to begin with myth-busting and
educating people on ESG, before you can
turn your focus to impact.
ā

Invest time, energy and resources in less
visible but strategic areas, such as the
intermediary sector. Intermediaries can
act as movers and shakers who will help
build the market. Other key players (e.g. Big
Society Capital in the UK) can help NABs
to focus on relieving key pain points in a
market.

ā

Look to other markets that have made
these first steps, but remember that your
approach should be determined by the
context in which you operate. The Impact
Investing Institute chose to focus on a
capital markets approach. This was in part
because of the make-up of its Board and
members, which suggested that there was
value engaging institutional investors. While
it is useful to engage in dialogue with other
NABs for advice, respond and adapt to the
specificities of your market and what your
positioning, configuration and network
enables you to do.
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In practice: case studies from the Impact Investing
Institute

Social housing
ā

Green+ Gilt

Whilst social housing is a type of impact

ā

investment that has been attracting

opportunity in COP26 and the UK’s

increased attention from institutional

leadership of the G7 to put forward

investors, the sector has not been

a proposal for a Green+ Gilt, i.e. a UK

effectively reporting on its impact. The

sovereign bond which considers both

Institute worked as part of coalition

environmental and social impacts.

of practitioners, including investors

ā

ā

Having identified the UK Government’s

and housing providers, to codesign a

challenges to issuing labelled bonds, the

sustainability reporting standard for the UK

Institute convened ‘think-ins’ with fixed

social housing sector.

income market participants and used

Involving practitioner and investor voices in

their expertise and knowledge to develop

the design of the standard from the outset

solutions to these challenges. These

has played a large part in its success.

think-ins meant the proposal was tested

This has ensured that those who would

throughout its development and enabled a

be adopting the standard felt they had

range of endorsements and inputs.

ownership of the product.
ā

The Institute and its partners saw an

ā

As a result, influential voices were

The Institute found the concept of early

able to publicly support the proposal –

adopters useful – the framework was

including stakeholders in environmental

launched by engaging with people around it

organisations, academia, policy makers

(investors, lenders, and housing providers)

and, perhaps most importantly, investors

and this has helped it achieve credibility

managing over £10 trillion in assets. This

and take-up. By the time the standard

proved invaluable in further engagement of

launched, over 70 early adopters had signed

the government on the proposal.

up, including 30 investors and lenders.

ā

A key success factor was the high degree
of specificity of the initiative. Sustained

For more information, see the ESG reporting

engagement proved important too: keeping

standard for social housing in the UK final report.  

investors involved throughout helped the
Institute gain access to their expertise and
secure their support.
ā

It also proved very important to meet
stakeholders where they are, through the
identification and focus on an asset class
that is familiar (sovereign bond) to a wide
range of investors.

For more information see the Green+ gilt
proposal.
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Building impact investing knowledge and skills of local
actors
This session of the Knowledge Exchange Series explored how impact investing National Advisory Boards
(NABs) and other market-building organisations can build up the skills, knowledge and capacities on impact
investing of key local stakeholders, including investors and policy-makers.
The session was moderated by Laurie Spengler, Lead Expert for International Development at the Impact
Investing Institute. The session featured Will Goodhart, Lead Expert for Education at the Institute, Barry Panulo,
Senior Project Manager, Innovative Finance at the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship
(University of Cape Town) and Amanda Feldman, Engagement Lead at the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) SDG Impact Initiative, alongside participants from global NABs and other market-building
organisations.

Top tips: Building impact investing knowledge and skills of local actors
ā

Understand the context of your knowledge-

illusory and counterproductive, as the

and skill-building work. As a NAB, your greatest

landscape and terminology of the impact

strength is your ability to engage with a variety

investing world are changing constantly. The

of stakeholders (including public and private

worst thing to do is to not get started.

sector audiences, supply and demand-side

ā

actors, and intermediaries), but those may have

partnerships. As it may be difficult to provide

very different, and in many cases limited, levels

skills building that is tailored to the needs to

of understanding of impact investing. This is

all of your stakeholders, it may be useful to

made even more difficult by the innovative and

leverage partnerships with key stakeholders

fast-paced nature of impact investing.
ā

ā

Be strategic in your engagement and leverage

as a way to multiply your impact. For example,

Be clear on the change you want to make.

working with professional bodies in the

Not everyone needs to have the same level of

financial industry and training organisations

knowledge. Focus on tailoring your skill building

can allow you to reach their own networks.

offer to the needs of the groups you are trying

Similarly, when engaging government, you

to engage.

may prefer to initially engage directly relevant
departments (like the Treasury) who through

Act now. It may be tempting to wait until the

their own expertise and relationships with other

impact investing field has fully matured, for

departments can help you develop skills building

example in terms of impact management

programmes that can be picked up by other

standards, before trying to educate your

parts of government.

stakeholders on it. However, this may prove
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Global spotlights

UK: The Impact Investing Institute builds knowledge and skills on impact
investing among investment professionals
ā

ā

2. Developing a learning framework designed to

Limited awareness and knowledge of impact
investing is often cited as a key reason why

help providers of investment qualifications and

investment professionals do not integrate

programmes to incorporate impact investing

impact into their decisions. The inclusion of

into their offerings. Developed in collaboration

impact investing in the education of investment

with learning experts, the framework formed

professionals has therefore been a key focus

the basis of the Institute’s open-source online

area for the Institute.

Learning Hub. Resources on the hub are
reviewed and expanded regularly to ensure their

The Institute has pursued two key avenues

relevance – new modules and practical case

to educate stakeholders in the investment

studies will also be added over time.

industry:
ā

1. Partnering with professional bodies and
training organisations. Professional bodies

The intended users of the hub are:
ý

Professional organisations, who can use

already have trusted relationships with their

the learning hub to make impact investing

memberships. Through tapping into these

part of their training courses and materials.

existing networks, the Institute has been

ý

able to harness a multiplier effect as these

Individuals, including investment
professionals, who can use the hub to

organisations will go on to educate their

build up knowledge of areas in their field

memberships. The same applies to training

and integrate impact into their work and

organisations that are focused on the financial

investment decisions.

services industry. If such organisations exist
ý

in your market, it may be easier to work with

NABs and other market-builders, who are
invited to either use the content from the

them to embed the content of impact investing

learning framework directly, adapt it to

into their learning programme. This may be

their local markets or make suggestions to

particularly important for NABs that do not

improve the UK edition.

have the resource to develop their programme,
nor to accredit for-profit providers of training.
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South Africa: The Innovative Finance team at the Bertha Centre for Social
Innovation and Entrepreneurship (a unit within the University of Cape Town
Graduate School of Business) partners with governments, enterprises and
investors to build the impact investing and innovative finance market on the
African continent.
ā

In the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, there

demand-side, intermediaries, markets

is a need for new ideas, operational models

builders) be leveraged?

and financial instruments. In South Africa, as in

ā

many other countries, working with government

and courses to promote market development.

to leverage impact investment has been vital,

Between 2016-2018 the Bertha Centre

as government is a key priority setter and

delivered training on OBCs which covered

development funder.
ā

The Bertha Centre regularly offers workshops

how to use these instruments, relevant policy

Outcomes-based contracts (OBCs), including

mandates, the regulatory environment and key

through the use of social impact bonds, have

case studies.

been gathering increasing attention as a new

ā

type of innovative financial instrument.1 Among

The team gathered several lessons learned
during these workshops, which may be useful to

other advantages, OBCs enable governments

other NABs seeking to raise the knowledge of

to have a greater focus on impact, create

government stakeholders:

accountability for results and develop a conduit

ý

where impact investors can participate in

studies were particularly persuasive in

development.
ā

demonstrating the success of an OBC.

OBCs require a mindset shift in government, as
ý

they move government from being a procurer

may help improve business-as-usual. The

advocating for OBCs, the Bertha Centre team

public sector has been historically a tough

noted three areas were the knowledge of

place for innovation to occur. Policymakers

government officials had to be increased:

will need to sell the ideas to seniors and

Practical relevance: e.g. what kind of

ministers within their departments –

social issues are relevant to OBC? How

help them develop the knowledge and

do instruments align with frameworks and

confidence to do so.

processes?
ý
ý

Creating and working with instruments:

Present practical, and ideally local,
opportunities to apply knowledge. Course

e.g. how to develop social instruments and

participants were encouraged to develop

approach contract management?
ý

When talking about impact investing, help
your stakeholders make the case of how it

of services to being a procurer of impact. In

ý

Harness local experience. Local case-

and apply for a EUR 1 million funding

Networks and toolkits: e.g. what tools

opportunity that would allow them to put

can policymakers access to facilitate

the concepts into practice.

instrument development? How can local

ý

impact ecosystem actors (supply- and

Continue the conversation with your new
network of advocates. Participants are
generally eager to build on connections
made during the course. Provide follow-up

1. OBC refers to an approach to contracting through which a payer, such
as a government or an impact investor, provides working capital to service
providers towards the delivery of agreed outcomes, rather than specific
activities or outputs. Payment is fully or in part tied to the achievement of
the outcomes.

conversations, webinars, reports so that
your alumna remain engaged with the
impact space.
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The UNDP SDG Impact Initiative helps local ecosystem stakeholders build their
knowledge on impact measurement, management and reporting (IMMR)
ā

The world of impact investing is evolving rapidly.

ý

Developing SDG practice standards. UNDP

However, this presents a clear challenge:

has developed a set of integrated practice

there is a strong need to upskill actors that

standards, building on the IMP framework,

come from and operate in a wide range of

that can be used by private equity funds,

contexts. Through the lens of IMMR, we can

enterprises, bond issuers and other

encourage local stakeholders to be more critical

stakeholders. They revolve around internal

regarding their contribution to the Sustainable

decision-making, designed to transform

Development Goals (SDGs). There is a need

how enterprises and investors think

for more education, awareness-raising and

about value creation, and integrate impact

guidance on impact. Ways that this can be done

management and contributing positively

include the following:

to the SDGs in their strategy, management

ý

approach, disclosure, and governance

Increasing clarity through the Impact

practices.

Management Project (IMP). IMP has
successfully built momentum towards

ý

Providing education courses. CASE at

global consensus on measurement and

Duke University has developed a course

management of impact performance. It is a

that builds on the IMP framework and the

valuable framework in giving stakeholders

SDG Impact Standards. This free course

the key concepts required to navigate

will be launched in June and is available to

a jungle of impact systems, metrics and

all. UNDP will also run trainings in some of

acronyms.

its 80 offices across the globe, in order to
support their local ecosystems.
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The role of NABs in supporting enterprises and
demand-side actors
This session of the Knowledge Exchange Series continued to explore the role of impact investing National
Advisory Boards (NABs) as market navigators. This session focussed on how NABs can effectively engage
with and support demand-side impact actors including enterprises. The session was moderated by Anne-Marie
Chidzero, Chief Investment Officer at FSD Africa Investments and featured participants from global NABs, as
well as Annie Roberts, founding partner at Open Capital Advisors.
Global NABs and other market-building organisations shared experiences and challenges and identified best
practices in tackling the common challenge of helping enterprises connect with potential suppliers of capital.
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Top tips: supporting enterprises in accessing impact capital
ā

ā

ā

Know your context and identify local demand-

ā

side barriers. Common challenges include

to support demand-side actors. For example,

lack of knowledge about impact investing;

you may produce evidence on what kinds

lack of defined channels for SMEs to access

of investors are appropriate for certain

financing; lack of awareness of and access

investments in your local context. This will

to opportunities for impact capital; and large

enable you to make an evidence-led business

information and understanding gap between the

case to relevant stakeholders, which may

demand- and supply-sides, which may partly

include government. NABs can play a unique

reflect perceived low demand-side absorption

role in supporting the ecosystem and acting as

capacity, and inability to meet investor

an informed, committed yet objective ‘voice’ for

expectations of opportunities at a larger scale.

the demand side.

Make a choice: do you support demand-side

ā

Consider institutional mechanisms to foster

actors by working directly with enterprises, or

greater interaction between the supply- and

can you work through intermediaries? Each

demand- sides and work with government to

country is different – your local context will

implement them. Innovative financing vehicles,

inform your response. If your intermediary

such as blended finance, can help to mobilise

ecosystem is active, avoid competing with

local capital. NABs can be well placed to work

other ecosystem players and consider adopting

with investors, investees and government to

a convening, advocacy and research role.

develop and promote such initiatives.

While your local context should ultimately

ā

Capitalise on your convening power. Powerful,

inform which part of the spectrum of capital

institutional mechanisms can be costly in time

your activities will focus on, it may be useful

and resources to set up. Consider whether

to adopt a “pincer” approach to engage actors

there is a role that you, as a NAB, can play, for

at different stages of their impact journey.

example to identify specific barriers to asset

Such an approach focuses both on putting

classes and investments opportunities, or to

impact integrity in the heart of mainstream

foster better communication, which may be

capital whilst acknowledging the specific

grounded in tangible examples and case studies,

needs of social enterprises, including in terms

between investors and investees to overcome

of financing, which are not always covered by

these.

the mainstream. A sector-based approach may

ā

be helpful in building momentum here, going

Work with other NABs, especially those in your
region. For example, many NABs in Africa are

deep into specific sectors that are particularly

tackling similar challenges and should consider

relevant in your local ecosystem.
ā

Research can be a powerful way for NABs

coming together on one platform to scale these

Consider creating and facilitating a common

solutions.

impact investing language. NABs have powerful
convening and connecting roles, and a focus on
awareness-raising and narrative building can
effectively narrow the gap between demandand supply-side actors.
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NAB spotlights

UK: The Impact Investing Institute
ā

ā

The Impact Investing Institute, and its

ā

The Institute has replicated this approach

predecessor the UK NAB, has supported

for different asset classes in the UK and in

demand-side actors through its convening,

emerging markets. Related projects include

advocacy and research role. The focus of

examination of different kinds of asset classes

this work has evolved as the impact investing

and enterprises (including clean energy

market in the UK has matured. The Institute

companies, infrastructure organisations, SMEs)

has never set up funds or distributed capital,

to identify those that may be suitable for the

as other organisations in the UK fulfil this

risk return expectations of different type of

role. Over time, the Institute has shifted from

investors. In partnership with CDC (the UK’s

focusing on social enterprise as a driver of

development finance institution), the Institute

impact, to the wider impact economy, and

is also working to build evidence and share

most recently towards advocating for purpose

data on investing in Africa and Southern Asia,

to be put at the heart of all enterprises and

including in private equity and SMEs, and

investments.

helping CDC to tailor it to address the concerns
of different types of UK investors.

Research is a central way through which the
Institute is supporting demand-side actors.

ā

The Institute has also supported policy

The Institute is building an evidence base that

development and advocacy for the social

demonstrates the strong impact and financial

sector. In 2020-21, the Institute has focused

credentials of certain asset classes for

on resilience throughout the pandemic, and has

mainstream and impact investors, to encourage

advocated for the UK Government to provide

investment into enterprises in these sectors.

appropriate finance to support the social sector

ý

and for the extension of Social Investment Tax

One example is the Institute’s research

Relief (SITR) for individuals investing in social

work on social housing. In the UK, social

sector organisations.

housing is funded by a mixture of public
and private capital and is a high impact

ā

The Institute has worked closely with key

space. Through in-depth analysis, the

strategic partners, such as the Impact

Institute has demonstrated that social

Management Project, to advocate for the

housing has a strong risk return profile

harmonisation of impact measurement,

and is a viable investment for mainstream

management and reporting standards. The

investors, like pension schemes.

expectation is that harmonising language
around impact will strengthen the ability of
demand-side actors to engage with investors
in a consistent manner while highlighting their
specific impact objectives.
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South Africa: Impact Investing South Africa

ā

ā

Getting the demand-side right has been one

ā

The NAB partnered with UNDP to produce

of the greatest challenges for the South

an SDG Investor Map for South Africa,

African NAB. South Africa has an active social

which revealed 30 investment opportunities

enterprise market, so to avoid competing with

in select sectors, namely infrastructure,

other ecosystem and intermediary players,

health, education, and agriculture. The map

Impact Investing South Africa has largely

also revealed common challenges, including:

adopted a convening role when supporting the

market size and segmentation; a need to more

demand side.

efficiently match the demand- and supplysides by linking and accelerating investment;

Impact Investing South Africa has focused on

and a need for more investing models for pre-

blended finance and mobilising local capital,

investment technical assistance. Alongside

advocating for institutional mechanisms to

the UNDP SDG Investor Map, the NAB created

foster greater interaction between the supply-

a Supply Side Investment Map, which highlights

and demand- sides, including:
ý

the funds and other supply side instruments

Developing a wholesale feasibility study

that invest in the select sectors.

to activate institutional investors to
ā

allocate capital towards impact and impact

Task Force established a demand-side Working

businesses and opportunities;
ý

Group (consisting of 25 members from a

Launching a Green Outcomes Fund to

range of organisations, including incubators,

incentivise local investors to invest in

accelerators, government advisors, SME

green, early stage, high-risk businesses;
ý

ý

financiers, etc.). The Group will work with the

Conducting a feasibility study for an

supply side to host sector-focused workshops

Education Outcomes Fund;

on unlocking capital for opportunities in sectors
such as affordable housing, education, health

Working with a local foundation to look

tech, etc. In some high impact investment-ready

specifically at townships and grassroots

opportunities (such as affordable housing),

businesses; and
ý

Following the findings of this mapping, the

often all that is needed is a small tweak of the

Developing recommendations for local

structure (e.g. using capital for de-risking, a

foundations and government on creating

return-kicker, or a guarantee) to crowd-in more

an enabling regulatory environment for

investors.

social investments.
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Zambia: The National Advisory Board for Impact Investment (NABII)

ā

ā

The Zambian NAB has been in operation for

ā

about a year and plays a facilitative role as a

the Central Bank and other key market players

market builder.

like the Development Bank of Zambia and
selected SME business development service

The Zambian NAB mapped its local impact

providers on a Central Bank-driven financing

investing market, and in doing so uncovered the

facility. The primary objective of the Targeted

following key challenges:
ý

Medium-Term Refinancing Facility (TMTRF) is

Pervasive lack of information and

to strengthen and enhance the resilience of

information about impact investing;
ý

the financial sector and support post-Covid
economic recovery.

No defined channel for SMEs to access
financing due to underdeveloped legal/

ā

financial frameworks;
ý

ý

One of the key efforts the Zambian NAB is
spearheading within the facility is to ensure

Too few opportunities for investment, and

enhanced SME access to financing. The

a pervasive mismatch between investors

NAB is also supporting the establishment

and investees in terms of enterprise scale;

and capitalization of a guarantee fund as a
mechanism for mitigating the risks associated

Underdeveloped intermediary sector

with SME lending. The NAB will also be working

and lack of market-enablers, and limited

with business development service providers

efforts to help the impact investing

to support SMEs that have bankable projects

industry to grow.
ā

On access to financing, the NAB is working with

with de-risking services for their projects as

The Zambian NAB is focussing on market

well as general project management support to

development through extensive awareness-

enhance project success and impact.

raising and communications around impact
investment; research on climate surveys; and
policy and advocacy work to improve SME
financing.
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NAB FAQs
Q: In contexts where SME finance is limited, is it

as being impact- or purpose-driven.

really useful to draw a line between supporting

Instead, you may consider helping demand-

businesses that have a clear social impact

side actors grow their positive contributions

mandate, versus supporting small and growing

and help them develop in a way that is

businesses in general?

impactful.
ā

ā

In such contexts, it might make sense to

building impact measurement, management

consider supporting impact-led SMEs as

and reporting capacity and expertise

being part of broader efforts to support all

amongst both enterprises and investors,

SMEs in the economy.
ā

You could also consider focussing on

to drive the market towards increasing

One way to tackle this is by raising

sophistication.

awareness of impact investing generally.
This can help separate those two elements

Q: When thinking about impact investing in

and raise the profile of those organisations

Africa, the image is that most investors aren’t

with a specific social impact mandate. This

from the continent. Is that true – are most

can also encourage more explicitly purpose

investees still looking to the Global North for

driven organisations to emerge.

capital? What could NABs do to develop access
to local sources of capital?

Q: How do you differentiate between impact
investment and mainstream investment

ā

amongst demand-side actors (especially SMEs)?

African NABs have a key role to play
in communicating the benefits of local
investments to investors and asset owners

ā

This may vary dependent on your market

and in galvanising local capital to invest for

context. For less mature or nascent

impact.

markets, a pragmatic approach should be

ā

considered whereby an open interpretation

important, especially when considering the

of impact is adopted with respect to SMEs.
ā

role of blended finance. However, ideally,

Where few impact-driven SMEs seem

blended finance efforts should help find

to exist, you may wish to operate under

a way to catalyse more risk-averse local

the assumption that an SME is an impact

investors who may be seeking a different

investment (providing it doesn’t intentionally

risk return profile.

negatively harm the people and the planet),

ā

by virtue of it being early stage.
ā

International investment and aid is

One way to tackle this issue could therefore
be for NABs and other market-builders to

SMEs that have positive impacts (e.g.

work with stakeholders to showcase the

by creating local jobs or otherwise

powerful role that money coming in from

contributing to society) will be considered

abroad can play in de-risking investment

by some impact investors, even if they

opportunities and encouraging local capital

are not purpose-driven. NABs should not

to invest locally.

inadvertently ‘shut-out’ smaller enterprises
who are do not explicitly frame themselves
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Q: What can policymakers do to support demandside actors? What barriers have NABs faced when
engaging with policymakers on this?
ā

It is important, but often difficult, to engage
with policymakers and with government.
Government can be an important source of
funds, especially for innovative and blended
finance models, as well as the source of national
policies that will impact the ability of enterprises
to access funds.

ā

One way of involving government is by offering
representation on your Board – preferably
as an observer in order to maintain the
independence of the NAB. Another option to
engage policymakers and government is to
identify core people and establish ambassadors
in key departments who can then amplify
your message further. You may also consider
working with other key actors in relevant
sectors and coalesce around a key message.
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Beyond allies: How DFIs and NABs can partner to move
more capital for impact in local markets
This session of the Knowledge Exchange Series explored how impact investing National Advisory Boards
(NABs) and other market-building organisations can effectively partner with development finance institutions
(DFIs) to leverage sources of finance, expertise and solutions to support economic development and quality of
life in their respective markets.
The session was moderated by Laurie Spengler, Lead Expert for International Development at the Impact
Investing Institute. The session featured Tenbite Ermias, Managing Director and Head of Africa at CDC, the UK
DFI; Maria Glover, Projects Lead at the Impact Investors Foundation (the Nigerian NAB); and Jeroen Harteveld,
manager of the Dutch DFI’s (FMO) MASSIF Fund and Member of the Netherlands NAB, alongside participants
from global NABs and market-building organisations.

Key Insights
ā

ā

There is great scope for NABs and DFIs to

ā

A pressing challenge of the impact ecosystem

co-create opportunities together and work

that NABs and DFIs are well placed to jointly

innovatively, in order to strengthen the

tackle is that of the “missing middle”. These are

pathways to crowd-in more private sector

firms that are too large for microfinance and

investment.

too small or risky for banks or private equity
firms. Without focused segmentation and direct

There are multiple ways in which NABs can add

engagement, this missing middle will remain

value for DFIs to extend their understanding

underserved – and partnerships between DFIs

of and capacity in the market. These include

and NABs to support such firms can be highly

market mapping, policy shaping and providing

impactful.

advisory support to businesses seeking to work
with DFIs.

ā

As the investment mandate of DFIs is anchored
in meeting the development needs of local
markets, NABs can help contextualize and
specify these needs, thereby increasing the
alignment between DFI capital and local market
needs.
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Q&A
How can NABs and DFIs kickstart a market?
ā

NABs can encourage the entrepreneurial
ecosystem to generate ideas and make
propositions investable. By doing so, NABs can
work as “accelerators” that transform growthstage businesses into investment-ready
propositions

ā

DFIs can provide more impact-first capital
(currently a relatively small part of the impact
investing landscape) – this will allow enterprises
to crowd-in more total capital while offering the
opportunity to deliver greater social impact.

ā

In order to fulfil the potential referenced above,
NABs require resources and DFIs need to
move beyond their current risk appetites. This
is work-in-progress for NABs and DFIs that
should be part of ongoing discussion, debate
and effort.

How do we ensure that DFIs are not
competing with each other?
ā

In addition to innovation around products and
ticket sizes, DFIs can ensure that they do not
compete for the same deals by expanding
the geographic diversity of their investment
activities, both domestically and internationally.

ā

It is true that ecosystem actors tend to
coalesce in specific countries and major urban
centres and that some DFIs face geographic
constraints introduced by their shareholder.
However, even with these constraints
investment activity from DFIs tends to focus
on certain locations within target countries
(e.g. urban areas), certain sectors (e.g. financial
services and infrastructure) and larger ticket
sizes.

ā

This cluster effect needs to be addressed by
demonstrating that there is opportunity beyond
the ‘clusters’ and by continuing to build the
investable market.
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How can NABs work with DFIs to deepen
impact?
ā

NABs are well placed to break down silos
within the impact investing ecosystem in
their country. NABs can also promote greater
visibility and engagement between actors. In
particular, NABs can frame discussion between
and among actors to identify the people and
places to whom insufficient capital is flowing.

ā

Through more explicit and focused engagement,
the expectation should be to stimulate more
creative and constructive collaboration
between and among actors, including innovative
transaction structuring, technical assistance
resources being mobilised alongside investment
capital and more efficient and scalable blended
capital deals.

ā

NABs and DFIs should strengthen their marketlevel discussions by sharing information not
only about the quantum of capital coming into a
market but about the distribution of that capital
along the full spectrum of opportunity and need
in a given market.
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Global Spotlights

CDC (UK)
CDC is the UK DFI with over 70 years of experience in emerging markets. CDC is one of the biggest private equity
investors in Africa and South Asia, being a limited partner in nearly 90 private equity funds in Africa.

ā

There are four ways for NABs to add value

3. Policy shaping – NABs are well placed to

for DFIs to help extend their capacity in the

aggregate information across a range of

market and drive the demonstration effect for

DFIs; they can make observations across

commercial investors to invest.

the ecosystem and understand where

1.

bottlenecks exist for investment in a way

Demand generation - NABs can help DFIs

that DFIs, which often operate at a higher

identify businesses that they can invest in as

level, cannot.

NABs are familiar with their specific markets.

4. Supply collaboration – NABs can help DFIs

This can be done in several ways including:
ý

mobilise pools of capital locally. NABs can

Market maps - The development and

connect DFIs to local pension funds or other

sharing of market maps helps DFIs identify

pools of capital, helping them to deepen their

businesses to invest in.
ý

understanding of local pools of money.

Making introductions to businesses –
ā

Where specific businesses are known

to the Global South, CDC has developed a

to NABs, making introductions is a

specific team to focus on investments with a

helpful tool for DFIs, bearing in mind DFIs’

lower commercial hurdle. The team identified

commercial and impact criteria.
ý

In their effort to provide more catalytic capital

a set of fund managers in the Global South

Helping businesses articulate their

who wanted to start private equity funds and

development story – NABs can help

advised them on their creation, working in

businesses articulate their development

collaboration with other DFIs. In addition, the

story to DFIs that considers both their

team invested into smaller enterprises at an

commercial and impact criteria.

earlier stage of business development, the
purpose being to crowd-in more private sector

2. Advisory support to businesses – The issue

investment.

facing many small businesses in the Global
South is often not a shortage of capital but
being ready to access it. NABs can advise
businesses to prepare their commercial case
for investment and can explain to them the
value-add that DFI financing and technical
assistance can bring.
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Impact Investors Foundation (Nigeria)
The Impact Investors Foundation (IIF) engages and collaborates with key stakeholders active in the impact
investing space to unlock capital for social investments in Nigeria. Their overarching goal is to promote the growth
and excellence of impact investing in Nigeria.

ā

ā

The impact investing market in Nigeria is

ā

dominated by DFIs. Between 2015 and 2019,

and the private sector contrast strongly with

DFIs deployed 85% of the impact capital in the

the wider DFI sector. The tickets sizes of local

country, totalling over US$4 billion.

DFIs also have the advantage of being in naira,
which reduces the currency exchange risks.

International DFIs are the largest supply-

The Bank of Industry and the Development

side actor. They provide 53% of the funding,

Bank of Nigeria aim to serve MSMEs through

although the deployment of capital from local

the provision of smaller investment amounts.

DFIs is increasing.
ā

They deploy capital at levels lower than $1

For international DFIs, there is a strong desire

million per deal (with an average deal size of

to seek out large transactions, which enable

$30,000). Having the right kind of financing for

them to keep transaction costs manageable.

the estimated 41.5 million MSMEs in Nigeria will

Even when DFIs are conducting indirect

enable them to scale and develop the economy.

investment, they are often also requesting
ā

banks to lend with relatively large loan sizes.
ā

The smaller transaction sizes of domestic DFIs

Private sector investment is not enough and
stands at only $700 billion. Given the large

This is not necessarily aligned with market

presence of international DFIs, there are

needs. The average ticket size that DFIs deploy

extensive opportunities for investors to work

is over $60 million, which does not meet

more closely with them to unlock investments

the needs of many micro, small and medium

and crowd-in more commercially oriented

enterprises (MSMEs). DFIs also have a strong

capital. There is an opportunity to employ

preference for financing through debt.

tailored incentives to direct different types of
capital towards the places in the market where
they will be most impactful.
ā

There must be more dialogue between DFIs.
Too often, multiple DFIs are pursuing the same
deals, at the expense of other opportunities
that go missed. Similarly, local DFIs and
domestic DFIs could work to share best practice
in the effort to address the “missing middle”.
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FMO (the Netherlands)
FMO is the Dutch Development Bank and is structured as a bilateral, private-sector, international finance
institution. The Dutch Government is the largest stakeholder with 51% ownership and private banks owning the
remainder. FMO has a focused strategy, supporting banks and private equity funds in over 80 countries around
the world.

ā

A clear part of FMO’s mission statement is to

ā

Three important action areas are necessary

collaborate with partners, other DFIs, impact

to support the missing middle. These are firms

investors and NABs. FMO participated in the

that are too large for microfinance and too small

financial inclusion platform in the Netherlands

or risky for banks or private equity firms.

(predecessor to the Netherlands NAB) to share

ý

knowledge and grow the impact investing

with academics and local actors on the

market both domestically and abroad.
ā

ground. NABs and DFIs are allies and can

FMO was a co-founder for the Netherlands

support each other in the impact investing

Advisory Board on Impact Investing,

space.

recognising the need to catalyse impact-driven

ý

stakeholders to achieve the SDGs. The two

Network – There is a great opportunity for
NABs and DFIs to co-create opportunities

key priorities that FMO identified are reducing

together and work with Governments to

inequalities and fighting climate change.
ā

Knowledge – It is critical for DFIs to work

drive change.

FMO’s MASSIF fund is a fund that normally

ý

invests in fragile or post-conflict states.

Capital - DFIs must think innovatively
to help support MSMEs and develop

The fund provides resources to MSMEs by

the market capacity of the region. To

supporting the local financial intermediaries

support this effort, the MASSIF fund

that contribute to their development.

has specialised in smaller ticket sizes,
guarantee schemes and collaborated with
the European Commission.
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Resources
CDC
ā

CDC’s Homepage

ā

CDC’s Approach to Investing

ā

CDC’s Investment Solutions

ā

Types of Capital that CDC has Available

Impact Investors Foundations
ā

Nigeria and Ghana Impact Investing and
Policy Landscape Analysis

FMO
ā

FMO’s Homepage
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Working with Government to shape transformative
policy for impact investing
The Covid-19 pandemic and the growing climate emergency have emphasised the need for innovative
approaches to address environmental and social challenges, but the ability of many governments to address
these challenges has been limited by the constrained fiscal space in the wake of the pandemic. Impact
investing National Advisory Boards (NABs) and other market-builders can use their platforms to work with
governments and create an enabling environment for impact investing, to help unleash finance, innovation, and
entrepreneurship to solve these pressing issues.
The session on working with Government was moderated by Sarah Gordon, CEO of the Impact Investing
Institute. The session featured Cliff Prior, CEO of the Global Steering Group for Impact Investment (GSG); Joe
Dharampal-Hornby, Public Affairs and Media Relations Manager at the Impact Investing Institute; and Raphaëlle
Sebag, Director at FAIR (the French NAB).

Key Insights
ā

Seek to echo the language of the government.

ā

When working with policymakers, it is helpful to

benefit is. NABs are at their most effective

demonstrate that the work of NABs is aligned

when they articulate a need to Government

with their priorities to make it easier to gain

and explain how their work fills that need. This

buy-in from Government. For example, one

is particularly pertinent in a context where

of the current UK government’s key aim is to

governments across the world are confronted

“level up” the country and decrease inequalities

with large social and environmental challenges

between regions. This phrase and broader

while public finances are strained in the wake of

framing was directly reflected in the Institute’s

the Covid-19 pandemic.

White Paper to scale up institutional investment
for place-based impact.
ā

Clearly explain to policymakers what the

Work with other stakeholders to create
a unified message. The more messaging
alignment a NAB can achieve among its
members (e.g. in terms of policy asks), the
more weight it will carry when engaging with
stakeholders such as policymakers. Close
consultations with members of a NAB’s
network may also enable to identify and
leverage experience and existing linkages with
Government.
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Global Spotlights

The Global Steering Group for Impact Investment (GSG)
The Global Steering Group for Impact Investment (GSG) is an independent organisation catalysing impact
investment and entrepreneurship to benefit people and the planet. The GSG currently has 33 member countries
plus the EU.
ā

Working with Governments is a key priority

ý

Finland - The NAB has worked with the

for over half of the global NABs. There are

Finnish Government to launch a €100

many NABs from around the world who have

million outcomes instrument to address

successfully engaged with policymakers on

social policy priorities.

projects to grow the local impact investing

ý

ecosystem. Here are just a few examples:
ý

ý

co-leading an Impact Taskforce, backed

Canada - The NAB worked with the

by the UK under its presidency of the G7

Canadian Government to commit CA$ 200

to develop solutions for a sustainable and

million for a social impact fund.

inclusive recovery from the Covid-19 crisis
and promote impact-driven economies.

Zambia - The NAB is working to structure
SME finance facilities with the Zambian

ā

ý

There are many tactics and strategies that
NABs can use when working with policymakers.

Central Bank.
ý

Japan - The NAB has launched a study

ý

important for NABs to be helpful to

the Financial Services Agency and

policymakers, including in the areas which

International Cooperation Agency.

might not necessarily be in their core brief.
This will help NABs become trusted and

The USA - The NAB put forward 12

reliable allies to policymakers.

an agenda for impact policymaking to

ý

Where possible, NABs should try to

the Biden-Harris Administration, federal

establish a cross-party caucus and

regulators and members of Congress.

engage legislators across the political
spectrum. In some countries, establishing

Germany - The NAB is working with

a cross-party caucus may be highly

policymakers towards developing a €50

beneficial. For example, the UK NAB has

million impact fund.
ý

Long term relationships matter. It is

group on impact investment with

recommendations to build and shape

ý

GSG/UK - The GSG and the UK NAB are

worked closely with several All-Party

Italy - The NAB has worked on an impact

Parliamentary Groups.

proposal to parliament as part of the Next
ý

Generation EU recovery and resilience

Build good relationships with civil
servants as well as politicians. There

facility.

is frequently lower turnover among
civil servants than politicians. In most
countries, civil servants will be those who
provide politicians with advice.
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ý

Tailor gatekeepers to their particular pitch.

ā

When engaging specific policymakers,

NABs on specific topics held by the GSG. For

NABs should tailor their engagement to

example, there are:

the gatekeepers’ interests and priorities.
ý

There are several resources available for

ý

Think locally. In some countries, NABs

held by the GSG.

will have more traction working with

ý

Policy drop-in sessions.

ý

Working groups on specific topics such as

policymakers at a local, province or state
level – for examples in the areas of local

results-based finance.

procurement and commissioning.
ý

Regular NAB dialogues on specific topics

Be aware of political cycles. Politicians
may be most receptive to new ideas when
an election is nearing and they be looking
for manifesto ideas. Equally, when there is
a change of government it is imperative for
NABs to make themselves known to new
policymakers.
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UK - The Impact Investing Institute
The Impact Investing Institute was launched in 2019 with a simple mission: to accelerate the growth and improve
the effectiveness of the impact investing market in the UK and internationally.

ā

The Institute has recently developed two

ö

specific policy proposals.

been appointed as a member of
and as the secretariat for the UK

Green + Gilt Proposal - The

ý

Treasury Debt Management Office’s

Institute’s Green+ Gilt proposal outlines

new Stakeholder Discussion Forum on

how a sovereign green bond can

green finance. The Institute is

deliver social co-benefits in addition

continuing to engage with the

to environmental outcomes, thereby

government to support the effective

contributing to a ‘just transition’.
ö

implementation of the bonds. The

Launched in collaboration with

particular focus is on providing

the Green Finance Institute and

an actionable schedule of social co-

the London School of Economics’

benefits, starting with jobs and skills

Grantham Research Institute, the

to deliver on the net zero agenda while

Institute have gained the support of

levelling up across the country.

over 40 asset owners and investors,
ö

representing organisations with assets

Following successful advocacy work in
the UK, the Institute is

and assets under management of

internationalising its proposal, taking

more than £10 trillion, and influential

it to policy makers in the European

professional bodies. This strong

Union and around the world via partner

endorsement demonstrates the growing

NABs. The Institute aims to marry our

investor demand for investments

Green+ bond concept with the EU’s Just

that help secure a net-zero carbon

Transition Mechanism and Just

future, whilst taking advantage of the

Transition Fund, and advocate for the

opportunities for society that such a

inclusion of explicit social co-benefits in

transition represents.
ö

The Institute has also

the EU’s Green Bond Standard.

Subsequently, the UK
government announced a series
of sovereign green bonds and has
confirmed that these will report on
their social co-benefits.
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ā

The UK Infrastructure Bank (UKIB) – The

ā

There are several lessons that the Institute

Institute is part of a working group advising

has gathered from its engagement with

government on the design of the UK

policymakers.

Infrastructure Bank.
ý

ö

ý

The Institute has participated in

market. The Institute’s policy positions

several roundtables, co-signed letters

come from extensive engagement with

to the UK Chancellor and co-authored

market participants – this is valued and

briefing papers on the Bank. The

seen as genuinely helpful by policymakers

group recommends that the Bank should:

who may be less directly connected to the
market.

be an independent institution with full
banking and borrowing powers;  

ö

ý

UK government ahead of its hosting of
COP26 was that the UK did not offer

be mission-driven, with a legal mandate

sovereign green bonds. The Institute, in

to achieve the levelling up agenda and

collaboration with partners, put together a

the UK’s climate change mitigation and

proposal on how the UK could practically

resilience goals; and  
ö

issue sovereign green bonds with social

adopt a future-fit definition of

co-benefits, which became an effective

infrastructure to fund a wide variety of

vector for engaging the government.

projects, in terms of location, size, and

ý

their stage in the pipeline.  
ý

Be responsive to political needs. For
example, an emerging critique of the

have sufficient capitalisation
appropriate to its mission and functions;  

ö

Make sure your work is informed by the

Engage with Government consultations.
The Institute recently published a

The above will require the UK

response to a consultation held by the

Infrastructure Bank’s governance and

UK’s Department of Work and Pensions

operating structures to reflect the whole

on the consideration of social factors

of the UK, providing its management

by pension schemes. This response

team with a deep understanding of the

was a “quick win” in terms of engaging

local resources and networks available to

policymakers through a clear avenue.

support local infrastructure.

ý

Be helpful to policymakers. The
Institute looks for ways to engage with
policymakers in ways that are helpful
to them. For example, when producing
publications, the Institute will send them
to policymakers who are likely to be
interested.
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France - FAIR (Financer, Accompagner, Impacter, Rassembler)
In June 2021, the associations Finansol, a major player in social finance, and Impact Invest Lab, an associative
platform dedicated to the experimentation and development of social impact investments, joined forces to create
FAIR, the French NAB.

ā

CF2i Mission

ý

recommendations to create the market

From February to December 2020, the

ý

body. The French Ministry adopted

High Commissioner for the Social and

these recommendations and gave the

Solidarity Economy (SSE) and Social

responsibility to create this structure

Innovation commissioned the Impact

to an organisation known as Finance for

Invest Lab (now known as FAIR) to carry

Tomorrow. Finance for Tomorrow have

out a study aimed at the creation of

currently set up four working groups on

a market body for impact investing in

impact investment to achieve this aim.

France.
ā

This mission brought together three

ý

FAIR has also worked with the French Ministry
of the Economy on selecting and structuring

working groups of 73 members in total

social impact bonds.

with varied profiles who worked to achieve
the three goals of this project:

ý

marketplace for social impact bonds in

recognition of impact investing.

France. FAIR is working with the French

2. Propose an operational framework to

Ministry to select and structure the

position impact investing in sustainable

projects for the social impact bonds.

investing.
3. Think about tools to develop the

ý

Several findings emerged:

structure the bonds. 12 projects have been
structured, with the expectation of having

There is a lack of dissemination of

€70 million in finance for social impact

the culture of impact investing to

bonds released by the end of 2021.

stakeholders. There are also associated
problems with a lack of knowledge of
impact measurement criteria.
ö

There is also a lack of dialogue between
stakeholders. There is no suitable
market mapping to identify the different
modes of existing and available impact
funding.

ö

FAIR has developed criteria, using their
expertise to assess the proposals and help

ecosystem of impact investing.

ö

The French Ministry of the Economy has
commissioned proposals from the impact

1. Provide elements to allow official

ý

The project resulted in 16

The small size of impact projects is
often cited as a barrier to generating
interest from investors.
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NAB FAQs

Resources

Is it worth employing public policy
consultancies?

GSG

ā

ā

Research and Development Knowledge Toolkit

Consultancies can offer expertise and often
have extensive knowledge and visibility on

Impact Investing Institute

various drivers of policymaking. It is however
important to ensure that retained consultants

ā

The UK’s Green Gilt: Demonstrating the
Contribution to Jobs and Levelling Up

are able to speak with an authentic voice on
behalf of the impact investing ecosystem.

ā

The UK Infrastructure Bank Investment
Principles (developed by E3G in partnership

When engaging with policymakers, who
should NABs seek to target?
ā

Shared Learning Across the NAB Network.

with organisations including the Institute)
ā

NABs should seek to engage with individuals

The Impact Investing Institute’s Response

in Government who have the ability to drive

to the Department for Work and Pensions’

change, are trusted and are influential. In

Consultation

addition to politicians, it is worth considering

ā

Responding to the Local Authority Pension

engaging with those who advise decision-

Funds All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG)

makers, such as their aides and civil servants.

inquiry into ‘Responsible investment for a Just
Transition’

FAIR
ā
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The Publication of the CF2i report (in French)

The Impact Investing Institute is an independent, non-profit organisation
which aims to accelerate the growth and improve the effectiveness of the
impact investing market. Our vision is for lives to improve, as more people
choose to use their savings and investments to help solve social and
environmental challenges, as well as seeking a financial return.
We drive change through education and awareness raising, providing useful
tools and resources, and advocating for supportive policies.   
programme@impactinvest.org.uk
www.impactinvest.org.uk
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